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Using Yeomans’ Keyline Scale of Permanence as a guide for effective whole farm planning, this course will lead you through the process of developing a comprehensive land management plan. Keyline’s Scale of Permanence (Climate, Land Shape, Water Supply, Farm Roads, Trees/Plants, Permanent Buildings, Fencing and Soil), will help you evaluate the impact of decisions regarding your property.

Key benefits of taking the course?
● Generate an inspired vision for your landscape
● Increase the yields and resilience of rangelands, pastures, and your whole operation
● Learn to create and implement a whole farm plan using the insights of Keyline Design
● Discover the secrets for rapid creation of healthy, and biologically active topsoil
● Plan for whole landscape water harvesting (using Holistic Management and Keyline techniques), for your property
● Learn to connect and integrate farm infrastructure, layout, and functions for improved efficiencies and synergy
● Reduce costs and dependency on outside inputs, increase profits, and enhance livelihoods while improving your quality of life
● Position your farm, ranch, or nursery operation for success in changing times

For further information contact:

Mike Langevin
Phone: (541) 550-8921

E-Mail: mclangevin [at] gmail [dot] com